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Illan wall
The Illan wall lamp is formed by an element of 
die-cast aluminium attached to the wall, 
containing an LED source that emits a soft, warm 
glow upward. Attached to the casting, the structure 
in laser-cut layered wood, extremely thin and 
flexible (diameter 28 cm) clads the body of the 
lamp and determines the characteristic geometric 
design of Illan.

AVAILABLE FROM MID JUNE

2700K BODIES 
D82A1TW    
 1D82YA1TW099

3000K BODIES 
D82A1T    
 1D82YA1T0099

birch

birch

€ 396,00

€ 396,00



J-us
SUSPENSION BLACK STRUCTURE

A091D Ø 2,8 H 30 dimmable push/DALI   
 1A090/01D001

A091T Ø 2,8 H 30 dimmable phase cut    
 1A090/01T001

A092D Ø 2,8 H 54 dimmable push/DALI    
 1A090/02D001

A092T Ø 2,8 H 54 dimmable phase cut    
 1A090/02T001

2700K ARMS

A09C12W L 24 W 22,6 - 2 single arm kit    
 1A090C12W001

A09C16W L 24 W 22,6 - 6 single arm kit    
 1A090C16W001

A09C22W L 45,6 W 31,7 - 2 double arm kit    
 1A090C22W001

A09C23W L 45,6 W 31,7 - 3 double arm kit   
 1A090C23W001

matt black

matt black

matt black

matt black

matt black

matt black

matt black

matt black

AVAILABLE FROM MID JUNE

Luceplan presents an original vision of the
traditional chandelier with arms, in which 
technological innovation, research on materials 
and new solutions for electrical conduction are 
completely hidden from view. The central structure 
is a cylinder with a diameter of 28 mm, which acts 
as a novel electrified track to accommodate the 
arms of the chandelier, assembled in a vast range 
of configurations. The arms are made in a layered 
material usually utilized to produce electrical 
circuits, allowing the current to flow in a practical 
and functional way.

Complete lamp:

€ 463,00

€ 446,00

€ 506,00

€ 489,00

€ 211,00

€ 570,00

€ 353,00

€ 527,00



J-us AVAILABLE FROM THE BEGINNING OF JULY

SUSPENSION SATIN GOLD STRUCTURE

A091D Ø 2,8 H 30 dimmable push/DALI     
 1A090/01D030

A091T Ø 2,8 H 30  dimmable phase cut    
 1A090/01T030

A092D Ø 2,8 H 54 dimmable push/DALI     
 1A090/02D030

A092T Ø 2,8 H 54 dimmable phase cut    
 1A090/02T030

2700K ARMS

A09C12W L 24 W 22,6 - 2 single arm kit    
 1A090C12W030

A09C16W L 24 W 22,6 - 6 single arm kit    
 1A090C16W030

A09C22W L 45,6 W 31,7 - 2 double arm kit     
 1A090C22W030

A09C23W L 45,6 W 31,7  - 3 double arm kit     
 1A090C23W030

satin gold

satin gold

satin gold

satin gold

satin gold

satin gold

satin gold

satin gold

Luceplan presents an original vision of the
traditional chandelier with arms, in which 
technological innovation, research on materials 
and new solutions for electrical conduction are 
completely hidden from view. The central structure 
is a cylinder with a diameter of 28 mm, which acts 
as a novel electrified track to accommodate the 
arms of the chandelier, assembled in a vast range 
of configurations. The arms are made in a layered 
material usually utilized to produce electrical 
circuits, allowing the current to flow in a practical 
and functional way.

Complete lamp:

€ 509,00

€ 490,00

€ 550,00

€ 530,00

€ 211,00

€ 570,00

€ 353,00

€ 527,00



koinè floor AVAILABLE FROM THE END OF JUNE

Alfway between suspension lamp and a floor lamp, 
the new Koinè incorporates the technology and 
design of the suspension version, now equipped 
with an elegant structure consisting of a long and 
slender carbon stem, a cylindrical steel 
counterweight, and a foot dimmer. Available in 
matte black finish (Ø 55cm), Koinè floor adapts to 
different types of spaces thanks to the possibility 
of adjusting its inclination and height during
setup.

FLOOR STRUCTURE
A07TD 
 1A070TD00001
 only for A07S55WN/A07S55N

mat black € 408,00



AVAILABLE FROM MID JUNEMillimetro 
wall
The new wall version of Millimetro stands out
for its form and its surprising luminous impact.
It is composed of a mirror-finish metal disk
installed adjacent to the wall. The LED light source 
contributes to create a warm atmosphere, and 
remains hidden from view. The body of the lamp 
thus seems to float in space, becoming part of the 
wall itself.

2700K BODIES

A11A25W Ø 25    
 1A110A25W020

3000K BODIES
A11A25 Ø 25    
 1A110A250020

COVER PLATE
A11/6  
 1A110/060002
 1A110/060009
 1A110/060020
 1A110/060030

aluminium/mirror

aluminium/mirror

white

royal blue

metal

brass

€ 236,00

€ 236,00

€ 32,00
€ 32,00
€ 32,00
€ 32,00




